
2. HM | DCC & HM7000 – Basic Locomotive Settings 

 

Welcome to another tutorial for HM | DCC, in this tutorial we will look at basic locomotive settings 

within the HM | DCC app and how to use them.  

Firstly, ensure HM | DCC & HM7000 - First Setup has been followed and your decoder is connected 

to HM | DCC. 

Tap on the Control ‘  ‘ button on the bottom toolbar and then tap the Locomotive Settings 

button. Ensure the DATA column is selected on the top toolbar – These are your basic locomotive 

settings. 

Change the image for your locomotive by tapping the Edit button.  

Tap Take Photo to use your device camera, ensuring that camera access is granted. Take your 

desired photo and then tap Use Photo (iOS) or Confirm. 

Alternatively, to get the perfect image, tap the Import button to choose an image from your device 

library. Tap Choose (iOS) or Confirm and your image will be inserted. 

Remove any previously chosen image by tapping the Remove Image (iOS) button. 

When your HM7000 is connected to HM | DCC, you can alter the locomotive address by tapping on 

the field to the right-hand side of Loco Address. Key in the desired address with your device’s 

number pad. The address will instantly be written to your locomotive’s HM7000 decoder. Please 

note: Loco Address is not required for Bluetooth® control but is necessary for DCC control. It is good 

practice to have a different address for each of your locomotives. 

You can change the name of your locomotive by tapping the field to the right-hand side of Name and 

typing in your desired locomotive name with your device’s keyboard. 

When your locomotive’s HM7000-TXS decoder is connected to HM | DCC, the control mode will 

automatically switch to Bluetooth® mode. You can alter the Control Mode of your locomotive’s 

HM7000-TXS decoder by tapping on the Bluetooth® button for wireless control and DCC for use with 

digital DCC controllers such as the Hornby Elite, Select or eLink controllers. Only motor and function 

control will be changed, allowing you to still be connected to the HM | DCC app to change CV 

settings whilst controlling motor and functions on your DCC controller; it is good practice to only use 

the faster method of using the HM | DCC app to alter CV Settings in this scenario. 

If you wish to remove your locomotive from the Control ‘  ‘ screen, you can tap on the Inactive 

button, your locomotive will continue to appear in the Engine Shed within the HM | DCC Settings ‘ 

 ‘ screen. If you wish for your locomotive to appear in the Control ‘  ‘ screen, ensure that 

the Vehicle State is set to Active and a decoder is assigned to your locomotive. When you first link 

your decoder, you will automatically be assigned a locomotive. You can Unassign a decoder from a 

locomotive by tapping on the Decoder Setup box and tapping on Remove Assigned Decoder. Your 

HM7000 decoder will then be ready to assign to another locomotive in your Engine Shed on the 

Settings ‘ ’ screen. Tap on your locomotive your wish to assign the free decoder to and tap on 



the Decoder Setup box, then tap on the decoder you wish to assign to your locomotive. Providing 

the Vehicle State is set to Active, your locomotive will appear on the Control ‘ ’ screen. 

When your HM7000 is connected to HM | DCC, you can alter your locomotive’s Acceleration & 

Deceleration Rate by moving the slider bars to the desired values. Tap and hold your finger on the 

screen and move your finger up and down to pan the screen.  

Any values altered on the slide bars will instantly be updated on your locomotive’s HM7000 decoder 

and settings can be altered whilst your locomotive is on the move. A higher value for the rate of 

acceleration and deceleration will mean your locomotive takes longer to speed up and slow down. 

You can alter the sound volume of your locomotive’s sounds by moving the Global Volume slider bar 

to the desired value. A smaller value will mean more quiet locomotive sounds. 

If you wish to delete your locomotive from HM | DCC, you first must remove your assigned decoder 

from your locomotive as shown previously. If there is no decoder assigned to your locomotive, then 

at the bottom of the Locomotive Settings screen, tap on the Delete button and then tap Yes. Your 

decoder will still be linked to HM | DCC and will not be deleted. 

Please continue to view HM | DCC & HM7000 – Advanced Locomotive Settings If you wish to learn 

how to change CV settings and Function Maps for your HM7000 fitted locomotive. 

 


